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Since last summer it has been possible for subscribers served
by the Bell Telephone System to call any subscriber at Avalon,
Santa Catalina Island, by telephone. This connection makes
use of the Avalon-Los Angeles toll circuit with its radio link
between Long Beach, on the mainland and Pebbly Beach, Santa
Catalina Island, California.

The purpose of this paper is to describe the system employed
and the apparatus which makes up the radio link, its installation
and some of the features of operation and maintenance. Before
discussing the apparatus itself, it may be well to say a word about
the location of the circuit, the need for telephone service and the
preliminary arrangements.

The Island terminal is located in the city of Avalon on Santa
Catalina Island, approximately 30 miles (48 km.) off the coast
of Southern California (See Figure 1). The population of the
Island is concentrated at Avalon, altho there are a few people
at Middle Ranch and others at the Isthmus. Avalon is a well-
known summer and winter resort noted for its ideal climate,
bathing, big game fishing, and other attractions. A view of the
city of Avalon showing the main street is shown in Figure 2.
The average yearly permanent population of Avalon is about
1,000, while the population during the summer months is probablv
between 10,000 and 15,000.

In the past, the only means of communication was the daily
steamer to the Island from San Pedro. In 1902 this was sup-
plemented by a ra(lio telegraph service, one of the first commer-

*Received by the Editor, May 4, 1921. Presented before THE INSTITUTE
OF RADIO ENGINEERS. New York, May 4, 1921.
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cial stations in the United States operated by the Pacific Wireless
Telegraph Co.' This service was maintained with various de-
grees of satisfaction and duration successively by the United
Wireless Telegraph Company, Marconi Wireless Telegraph Com-
pany of America, and at the present timet is operated by the
United States Naval Radio Service.

In the past the only telephone service around the city of

AVALON - LOS ANGELES
TELEPHONE CIRCUIT

FIGURE 1-Avalon-Los Angeles Telephone Circuit

'Marriott, "United States Radio Development," PROCEEDINGS OF THE
INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS, June, 1917.

t Since the preparation of this paper this service has been discontinued,
and all telegraph traffic to and from Avalon is handled by the simultaneous
duplex telegraph charnel mentioned at the close of this paper.
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Avalon was given by a few private circuits including a line to
the Isthmus. The need of the transient and permanent popula-
tion of the Island for a more dependable means of communica-
tion between different points on the Island and between the Island
and the vicinity of Los Angeles lead to a real demand for telephone
service.

FIGURE 2-City of Avalon

Early in May, 1920, it was estimated that it would be
practical to establish telephone service to the mainland by mak-
ing use of a radio telephone connecting link between the wire,
circuits which would be established oni the Island and the existing
wire circuits on the mainland. It was believed that such a
system could be completed and be in operation by July, 1920.

After these estimates had been carefully considered it was
decided to start work immediately on the design and manui-
facture of the necessary radio and wire terminal equipment, and
at the same time to start the installation of the necessary wire
facilities at Avalon, the latter to consist of a telephone exchange,
pole lines, and subscribers' terminal stations, which portion of
the work was cared for by The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph
Compainy.

The actual design and constr-uction of the radio apparatus
was started on May 10, 1920. Installation and preliminar'y
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tests of this equipment at the sites chosen for the stations were
completed so that commercial service was inaugurated on July
16, 1920, 68 days after work was started in New York. On the
previous day an official trial was given the complete system for
the benefit of the officials of The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph
Company, the leading citizens of Avalon and others. Connec-
tions were established between Avalon and Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Chicago, and New York, so that the people who had
gathered were given an opportunity to talk to their friends in
these cities. Each circuit included the radio telephone link
from the Island to Long Beach, the remainder of the circuits
being part of the plant of the Bell system.

DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM
Any radio telephone circuit which is to form a part of a com-

mercial telephone system not only must be capable of duplex
operation, but must allow of ready connections to ordinary two-
wire telephone circuits. The duplex requirement was met, in the
case of the radio portion of the Avalon-Los Angeles circuit, by
the use of different carrier frequencies for transmitting in the
two directions. The station at Pebbly Beach transmits a carrier
of 750 kilocycles (wave length of 400 m.) and the one at Long
Beach a carrier of 638 kilocycles (wave length of 470 m.).

The problem of connecting such a radio link with two-wire
telephone circuits at each end is similar to that of providing two-
way operation when using one-way repeater elements such as
mechanical repeaters or vacuum tubes. The experience ac-
quired with such repeater circuits was directly applicable to this
problem. The upper sketch in Figure 3 shows the circuit of the
most usual type of two-way telephone repeater. This repeater
circuit employs separate elements for amplifying the speech cur-
rents in the two directions. These elements are in a four-wire cir-
cuit and connection with the two-wire circuits is made thru special
output transformers, often called hybrid coils. These trans-
formers, together with their associated lines and networks, form
alternating current bridges. The networks are circuits designed
to have, as nearly as possible, impedance characteristics identical
with the lines thay are to balance. If the balances are perfect,
none of the output from either of the repeaters reaches the input
circuit of the other repeater, the output current dividing equally
between the line and network in each case and inducing no volt-
age in the input winding. However, if the balance is not perfect,
as is always the case in practice, the current flowing into the line
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is not exactly equal to that flowing into the network and some
voltage will be induced in the input coil. This results in a
circulating current flowing in the four-wire portion of the circuit
thru the two repeater elements. If the transmission loss around
this circuit is less than the amplification or gain in the repeaters,
"singing" results. The precision with which the networks may
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wire portion of the circuit having been expanded and the repeater
elements placed at suitable intervals. The balance conditions
necessarv in this circuit are similar to those in the case of the
"22 type" repeater.

The lower circuit in Figure 3 is of a radio telephone system
which meets the requirements of duplex operation and terminal
connection to two-wire telephone circuits. The similarity to the
two repeater circuits described is apparent: the four-wire por-
tion has been replaced by two one-way radio telephone channels.
Amplification takes place not only in the repeater in this circuit,
but also in the radio transmitter and receiver. In order that
this circuit may be stable the total transmission loss in the two
radio channels, and from one to the other thru the hybrid coils,
must be greater than the total gain in the repeaters and radio
equipment. If this condition is not fulfilled the system will
"sing" around the two radio channels in a manner exactly similar
to the "singing" in the four-wire portion of the repeater circuits.
However, if the balance between the networks and their respec-
tive lines is accurate enough, it is quite possible to operate such
a system with a considerable gain in transmission or amplifica-
tion between the two connecting wire circuits. Similar types of
circuits have already been so thoroly treated2 that they will not
be dealt with further except insofar as special problems related
to the Avalon-Los Angeles circuit are discussed.

CIRCUITS
Figure 4 shows schematically the Avalon-Los Angeles circuit

consisting of a little more than 1 mile (1.6 km.) of wire line from
the Avalon central office to Pebbly Beach, a 31.5 mile (50.4 km.)
radio link to Long Beach, and 25 miles (40 km.) additional wire
circuit to Los Angeles. This combination wire and radio circuit
is operated as a unit providing thru telephone and signaling from
Avalon to Los Angeles. At Avalon the circuit may be con-
nected with any subscriber's line and at Los Angeles to any local
subscriber's line thru local exchanges or with other long distance
lines reaching practically any subscriber in the Bell System.

The general circuit arrangement is indicated in Figure 5
which is a schematic of the Long Beach Station. The heavy
lines in this figure show the speech circuit and the light lines the
signaling system. For simplicity only the principal connections
are shown.

2Gherardi and Jewett, "Telephone Repeaters," "Transactions of the
American institute of Electrical Engineers," 1919, page 1322.
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FIGURE 4-Schematic Diagram of Avalon-Los Angeles Telephone Circuit

Speech currents received from the Los Angeles line pass thru
the cordless switchboard to the hybrid coil and to the network
inducing similar currents in the input winding connected to the
send repeater. This repeater amplifies these speech currents and
delivers them to a low-pass filter which freely passes the principal
speech frequencies of from 200 to 2,000 cycles, but greatly attenu-
ates currents of frequencies higher than 2,200 cycles. Experi-
ments have shown that only the band of frequencies from 200
to 2,000 cycles need be transmitted to deliver commercial quality
and readily understandable speech and therefore the use of this
filter does not impair to any appreciable extent the quality of
transmission. The filter serves two purposes: it prevents inter-
fering currents of frequencies above the necessary speech range
from entering the radio transmitter, and it makes the balancing
of the line with a suitable network somewhat easier in that the
balance must be effective only for frequencies below 2,200
cycles. The output currents from the filter are delivered to
the radio transmitter where they are further amplified and
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employed to modulate the radio frequency carrier current there
generated.

The cordless switchboard provides convenient means for
testing and monitoring on the circuit and for connecting quickly
with another wire line in case of trouble in the wire portion of
the circuit. In Figure 6 the hybrid coil, repeaters and signal
units are shown as associated with the radio transmitter and
receiver. All of this apparatus is mounted in the ends of a flat-
top desk which supports the radio receiver and the cordless switch-
board. At the rear of this desk is a battery control board provid-
ing means for measuring and controlling filament currents as well
as protection for both the plate and filament circuits. Alarms
are provided which notify the attendant in case any fuse blows.
Figure 7 is a photograph of one end of this desk showing the send
repeater and the sending unit of the signaling system and Figure
8 a photograph of the battery control board.

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF LONG BEACH 5TATION

FIGURE .5-Schematic Diagram of the Long Beach Station

The send repeater (Figure 6) employs two tubes, the first,
principally a voltage amplifier, and the second capable of deliver-
ing a relatively greater current output. Each of these tubes
has the speech input voltage controlled by a potentiometer and
by means of these the repeater gain can be adjusted to a suit-
able value, gains equivalent to more than 40 miles of standard
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FIGURE 6-Circuit Diagram of the Long Beach Station
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cable3 being obtainable. Figure 6 also shows the electrical
structure of the low-pass filter, the function of which has already
been mentioned.

FIGURE 7-View of the End of the Repeater Desk

A loop antenna is used for receiving at each of the radio
stations of this circuit. These loops are of the solenoidal type,
six feet (1.83 m.) square and consist of only four or five turns each.
How this loop is associated with the receiving equipment is shown
in Figure 6. It was mentioned that the duplex feature of opera-
tion was attained by the use of different carrier frequencies for
transmission in the two directions. In order to prevent, as far
as possible, currents of the transmitting frequencies entering the
receiver, an anti-resonant circuit adjusted to have a maximum
impedance at the transmitting carrier frequency is included in
the loop circuit and forms an effective filter. Figure 9 is a
selectivity curve of the receiver showing the attenuation suf-

3The "mile of standard cable" is a convenient measure of transmission
volume which has found extensive use in telephone engineering.

The transmission equivalent of any circuit or apparatus is equal to the
number of miles of standard cable which will cause an attenuation at 800
cycles the same as that experienced by the current in the circuit in question.
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FIGURE 8-Rear View of Desk Showing the Battery Supply Panel

fered by currents outside of the desired transmission band, and
Figure 10 is a photograph of the receiver.
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The speech frequency output currents from the radio receiver
are amplified by the receive repeater which is similar to the send
repeater already described and are delivered to a low-pass filter,
the function of which is similar to that of the filter in the trans-
mitting circuit. From the filter the speech currents flow to
the hybrid coil, where they divide, half flowing into the network
and half into the line. An interesting feature of the receiver is
the provision of relays which close a buzzer alarm circuit when
the filament of any vacuum tube fails.

FIGURE 10-Radio Receiver

RADIO TRANSMITTER
The radio transmitter employs a circuit in which the oscilla-

tions are generated directly in the antenna circuit (Figure 11).
The modulation of the radio carrier frequency is accomplished
by the "constant current system"4 in which both oscillator and
modulator tubes, G, in this circuit are of 50 watts rating. These
tubes are of the coated filament type, having relatively low fila-

'Craft and Colpitts, "Radio Telephony," "Transactions of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers," 1919, page 305.

Heising, "Modulation in Radio Telephony," presented before THE
INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS, December 1, 1920.
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ment power consumption and very constant opetating charac-
teristics. Figure 12 is a photograph of one of these power
tubes.

RA O ?AN5M(TTER

FIGURE 11-Circuit Diagram of the Radio Transmitter

Referring to Figure 11, the speech current is applied to the
speech amplifier tube, E, thru the input transformer T-1. The
output of this amplifier is impressed on the grid circuits of the
two parallel modulator tubes thru the transformer T-2. The
action of these modulator tubes is that of an amplifier and their
output voltage is impressed on the plate circuits of the two
oscillator tubes by means of the reactance L, which is common
to the modulator and oscillator plate circuits. This modulation
of the oscillator plate potential results in speech frequency varia-
tion of the amplitude of the antenna current. The frequency
of the antenna current when not modulated is nearly that corre-
sponding to the free period of the antenna circuit. It has been
frequently shown5 that a eVarrier current modulated by a single
frequency is actually composed of three components, the carrier
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frequency and two side frequencies, one of a frequency equal to
the sum of the carrier and modulation frequency, and the other
of the carrier minus the modulation frequency. This concep-

FIGURE 12-View of the 50-watt Tube

tion of the nature of a modulated carrier current is essential to
an understanding of the many problems of a radio telephone
system. If instead of considering modulating with a single fre-
quency, we consider modulation by the band of voice frequencies
from 200 to 2,000 cycles, it is apparent that the result will not be
simply two frequencies other than the carrier, but two bands
of frequencies, one above and one below the carrier. For ex-
ample, the Pebbly Beach station transmitting a carrier of 750
kilocycles, when modulated by speech, has the following fre-
quencies present in the antenna circuit:

Carrier -750.0 kilocycles
Upper Side Band -750.2 to 752.0 kilocycles

* Lower Side Band -748.0 to 749.8 kilocycles
«Craft and Colpitts, previous citation.
Ryan, Tolmie, and Bach, "Multiplex Radio Telegraphy and Telephony,"

PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS, December, 1920,
page 451.
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The transmitting antenna satisfactorily passes all of these
frequencies as none of them differ as much as 3 per cent. from
the resonant frequency and the impedance of this circuit is nearly
equal to its resistance over this range.

Figures 13 and 14 are photographs of the radio transmitter
and Figures 15 and 16 show the motor generator set and con-
trolling switchboard supplying the plate and filamient power for
the transmitter. This motor generator set consists of 1,000 and
12 volt direct current generators driven by an induction motor.
The filter consisting of the series retard coils L7 and shunt con-
densers C4 (Figure 11), serves the double purpose of protecting the
1,000 volt generator from the radio frequency potentials and
smoothing out any commutator ripple or other machine noises
which would tend to modulate the radio carrier and result in
objectionable noises in the subscriber's instrumiient.

Two other important details of the radio transmitter circuit,
as shown in Figure 11, are the method of obtaining and controlling
the required negative grid potentials and the alarm provided to
indicate failure of the oscillators. The negative grid potential
for the speech amplifier, E, is obtained from the drop in potential
in the upper part of the resistance R4 and that for the modulator
tubes from the entire drop in this resistance which carries the
space current of all the tubes in the transmitter. A time limit
relay is provided which is controlled by the filament circuit and
which itself controls an auxiliary negatuve grid potential which
results from the drop of potential in Rio. This negative poten-
tial is relatively large and results in the stopping of oscillations
and the reduction of all space currents to a low value. This
arrangement insures that the filaments will have reached normal
temperature before the auxiliary grid potential is removed and
therefore that no excessive space currents can flow during the
period when the filaments are heating. If for any reason oscilla-
tions cease in the antenna circuit, the oscillator grid current
also stops flowing and the relay shown in the oscillator grid cir-
cuit releases, actuating an alarm at the cordless switchboard.

SIGNALING SYSTEM
Another interesting feature of the installation and one which

is important in completing the commercial usefulness of the
telephone circuit is that of the signaling system. By means of
it the signals are not only passed over the radio telephone system
itself, but are automatically relayed at the points of junction
with the wire circuits so that the operators at the ends of the
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II1GURE 13-Radio Transmitter FIGURE 14-Radio Transmitter (Rear View)
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thru radio-wire toll line may ring down a drop at the distant end
of the circuit and operate a visual or audible signal. By means
of this system, then, the thru circuit may be operated from the
remote land line switchboards in a manner according with stand-
ard wire practice.

FIGURE, 1.5-Motor Generator

Altho the requirements of the radio portion of the signaling
system are somewhat rigid, the system in use has met them very
satisfactorily. It has proven to be reliable, reasonably rapid,
and free from false operation by interference frbm speech cur-
rents, circuit noises, static, or interference from other radio
stations. The system represents an adaptation of a signaling
arrangement originally developed for use on long distance wire
circuits.

The manner in which the signal system is associated with
the telephone and -radio circuits is shown in Figure 6. The
usual 16-cyclexringirg current from the wire line actuates a relay
which in turn controls three other rela'ys. These latter relays
disconnect the receive signal unit to prevent false signals, connect
the output of the send signal unit with the second tube of the
send repeater and energize the send signal unit. Upon recep-
tion of the signal impulses the relay in the output circuit of the
receive signal unit releases and energizes another relay which
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disconnects the wire line from the hybrid coil and connects it
with a source of 16-cycle signaling current. This same relay
connects an auxiliary network to the line terminals of the hybrid
coil maintaining a balanced condition and preventing "singing"
during signaling. With this arrangement it is only necessary
for the operator at Avalon to throw the usual ringing key and a
light appears on one of the positions of the Los Angeles toll board
and in a similar manner Los Angeles can signal Avalon.

FIGURE 16-Power Panel

SELECTION OF STATION SITES
The sites for the radio stations were selected and the antenna

and ground systems were designed and installed while the equip-
inent was being built in New York. The mainland end of the
link is located at Long Beach, California, first because Long
Beach is so located with respect to the Englewood Radio Station
and San Pedro Harbor that the directional effect of the loop
antenna can be used to discriminate against this station and ship
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stations in San Pedro Harbor, and second because adequate
power and telephone facilities were available at the Long Beach
Toll Exchange. Figure 1 shows the location of the radio stations
and the wire circuits connecting them to Los Angeles and Avalon.
Figure 17 is a photograph of the Long Beach Toll Exchange and
Figure 18 is a photograph of the Avalon Exchange.

FIGIJRE 17-Long Beach Exchange

At Avalon there was no existing telephone plant and only one
radio transmitting station, which was located practically at the
center of the town on the water front. No site could be found
which would at the same time satisfy wire center requirements
and be at a reasonable distance from this spark transmitting
station. Outside of the city proper, the only level stretch of
ground suitable for a radio transmitter and antenna system was
found at Pebbly Beach (Figure 19), which is about a mile and a
quarter (2 km.) from Avalon.

ANTENNA AND GROUND SYSTEMS
Due to the short time available for construction purposes and

further because it was desirable to use, as much as possible, types
of construction already standard in telephone practice, the long-
est telephone poles that it was possible to secure locally are used
to support the antenna. These poles are 90 feet (27.4 m.) long
and are set on a special concrete and I-beam footing so that
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advantage is taken of the full height of the masts. Figure 20
shows the special footing supporting the pole which consists of
four 8-inch (20.3 cm.) I-beams partly embedded in reinforced
concrete. The I-beams are diametrically opposite each other

FIGURE 1S-Avalon Exchange

with respect to the pole butt, and enough space is left so that the
butt of the pole will fit snugly between them. The beams are
then drawn tightly to the pole by bolts passing thru both. This
footing is designed to have a bending moment sufficient to sup-
port the pole alone in a 90-mile (162 km.) an hour wind
The poles are also guyed in four directions with 7 strands of
number 12 B. W. G. galvanized steel messenger cable.* These
guys are attached to the pole at a point 15 feet (4.6 m.) from the
top to minimize as much as possible the effect of their presence
in the field of the antenna. Each guy is broken into three sec-
tions by porcelain strain insulators.

The wires of the Ti type antenna are supported by double
cross arms which are bolted to the pole and have in addition a
channel iron truss to stiffen the structure. Each antenna wire

*Diameter of number 12 B. W. G. wire =O.109 inch = 0.277 cm.
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FIGURE 19-View of the Pebbly Beach Radio Station

is fastened to a long eye-bolt passing thru both cross-arms and
secured with lock nuts. With this type of construction the ten-
sion in each individual wire can be regulated without affecting
the tension of the other wires. Each wire is insulated from the

FIGURE 20-View of the Special Footing for the Masts
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cross-arms by a series of four porcelain strain insulators. Figure
21 shows the details of the insulation and cross-arm construction
while Figure 17 shows the completed antenna at Long Beach
and Figure 22 the completed antenna at Pebbly Beach. The

FIGURE 21-View of the Transmitter House, Showing the Mast and Antenna
Construction

advantages of this rigid type of antenna construction are its
strength and constant electrical capacity.

At each station a large area of buried ground conductor is
used and in addition every piece of metal in the vicinity of the
station is brought to ground potential. At Pebbly Beach, owing
to a 16-foot (4.9 m.) layer of small rocks (see Figure 21) an exten-
sive ground system buried a few inches in the rock is installed,
which materially reduces the resistance of the antenna circuit.
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FIGURE 22-View of the Antenna System at Pebbly Beach

INSTALLATION OF SYSTEM
At the time the apparatus arrived from New York, the Long

Beach antenna system was nearly completed and the power and
telephone facilities were available. For this reason the apparatus
was first installed and tested at Long Beach. The Avalon
installation work was started while the houses were but partially
completed and the installation of apparatus was practically com-
plete when the antenna, the power, and telephone facilities were
available.

The transmitter, power panel, and motor generator at Long
Beach are located in the northeast corner of the apparatus room
(second floor) of the Toll Exchange. (Figure 23.) The storage
batteries for the radio receiver, the charging switchboard, and the
charging motor generator are located along the south wall while
the radio receiver, repeater, and terminal equipment are located
in a small room on the southwest corner of the building. The
disposition of the telephone as well as of the radio equipment
is approximately shown on the floor plan, Figure 24. Some idea
of the proximity of the transmitter, the antenna, and telephone
equipment to the receiver can be gained from this figure. The
power is supplied from the 220 volt, 3 phase, 50 cycle mains of
the Southern California Edison Company, and no auxiliary
power supply is available.
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At Pebbly Beach the transmitting house is located under the
center of the antenna system while the receiving house is one
hundred feet (30.5 m.) away on a line perpendicular to the flat
top of the antenna. Figure 22 shows the location of the buildings
with respect to the antenna system and gives a general idea of
the surrounding country.

FIGURE 2.3-View of the Transmitter, Power Panel, and Motor Generator
Installed at Long Beach

The radio transmitter power panel and motor generator, as
well as the storage batteries for the radio receiver and repeaters,
charging panel, and charging motor generator, are located in the
transmitting house. The radio receiver, loop antenna, repeaters,
signaling and terminal equipment are located in the receiver
house. A photograph of the apparatus in the receiving house is
shown in Figure 25.

All wiring between the two houses is in underground con-
duits which have been carefully grounded. The power supply is
obtained from the municipal plant at Avalon and the single phase
2,200 volt leads together with three telephone lines are carried
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FIGURE 24-Floor Plan of the Long Beach Exchange

on a pole line to a point five hundred feet (153 in.) away from the
radio station. The last pole of the line can be seen in Figure
19 to the right of the lower center portion of the photograph. A

FIGUIRE 25-View of Receiving Equipment at Pebbly Beach
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conduit to the transmitting house carries the 110-220 volt power
leads and a ten pair telephone cable enters the receiving house
thru a separate conduit.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS
The Pebbly Beach-Avalon and Long Beach-Los Angeles lines

are so short that the terminations play an important part in their
impedance characteristics. For example, the impedance of the
line measured at the radio station with the far end open-circuited
is materially different than when the far end is closed thru the
impedance of a cord circuit and an average subscriber's loop.
The lines terminate in jacks at the Avalon and Los Angeles
toll boards. The cords used with these lines are specially
equipped and never allow the lines to be opened under any
switching condition. Figure 26 is a schematic of the circuit
between the Pebbly Beach radio station and the Avalon
exchange and shows a cord circuit, the dispatch operator's
set, and the special circuits to maintain the balance of the line
and network.

The network at the Pebbly Beach station is of such an im-
pedance that it balances the line, a cord circuit, and an average
subscriber's loop. The special circuit is so arranged that a net-
work which simulates a cord circuit and an average subscriber's
loop is always bridged on the line except when the connecting
cord is plugged into a subscriber's jack and his receiver is off the
hook. The network is controlled by the supervisory relay in
the cord circuit and extra contacts on the line jack. A dispatch
operator's set.is permanently connected to the line and is provided
with a high impedance monitoring connection which has little
effect on balance or transmission of the circuit. This arrange-
ment maintains the balance with sufficient accuracy to allow the
circuit between the wire terminals at Pebbly Beach and the
wire line at Long Beach to work at a net gain of more than 5
miles of standard cable.

Excessive cross talk between the transmitter and the receiver
is prevented by carefully shielding all of the filament and plate
battery leads and providing large by-pass condensers. This
prevents such radio frequency currents as may be induced in the
filament leads from entering the receiver and producing ob-
jectionable cross talk between the sending and receiving chan-
nels, which may cause local singing.

Noises due to telephone apparatus in the exchange, such as
ringing machines, telephone relays, and so on, are eliminated by
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shunting each troublesome contact with a condenser and series
resistance of the proper electrical constants.

Commutator ripple from the charging generator and a noise
due to the intermittent grounding of the radio induction on the
charging leads thru the commutator are entirely prevented by
connecting a retard coil in series with the charging lead to the
battery and draining off the radio frequency induced currents by
connecting two condensers across the commutator and ground-
ing the mid-point.

QUALITY OF SERVICE
Since this circuit is the only telephone channel between the

Island and the Mainland, it was very heavily over-loaded from
the day of opening until the cessation of the summer tourist
traffic in the latter part of September. Due to the methods
employed, the high grade circuit, and so on, a great deal more
traffic is handled over this circuit than is generally handled by a
single toll line.

A record of all of the interruptions to service is kept at both
of the stations together with the cause of the delay, its duration,
and other information. It is interesting to note that altho the
circuit was open to commercial service during the worst of the
static season, subscribers had but little or no difficulty in using
the circuit. Transmitting frequencies of 750 and 638 kilocycles
(400 and 470 meters) were chosen for the stations after an exten-
sive survey of the ether, so that the telephone would cause least
interference to and be interfered with the least by radio stations
in the vicinity. Some trouble was experienced from the Avalon
spark station located about one mile from the receiving station
at Pebbly Beach. This station employed a transmitting fre-
quency of 1,000 kilocycles (300 meters) while the Pebbly Beach
station had its receiving apparatus tuned to receive 638 kilo-
cycles (470 meters). Upon investigation it proved that the
logarithmic decrement of the Avalon station greatly exceeded
0.3. When the decrement is kept below 0.2 little or no trouble
is experienced from this station.

The circuit, due to the choice of sites, directional characteris-
tics of the loop antennas, and selectivity of the radio receivers,
is quite free from interference and it is only occasionally that an
interfering spark signal is heard. The harmonics from the
Poulsen arcs installed at the Naval Radio Stations at San Diego
and Englewood, California, have given rise to some trouble. If
the arc harmonic beats with the radio carrier and side frequencies
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of the radio telephone station at either an audible or nearly audible
rate, the quality of the speech over the circuit may be affected
materially. This is in effect the same result which obtains when
speech signals are received on an ordinary heterodyne receiver
when the local oscillator is not adjusted to the same frequency
as that of the transmitter. Altho this trouble can be eliminated
as soon as it is discovered by shifting the carrier frequency of the
radio telephone transmitter a few thousand cycles, it is obvious
that in the future, when many stations may be expected to be
operating, this difficulty must be eliminated in a more rational
manner.

MAINTENANCE
The circuit is in operation sixteen hours per day, which covers

the period 6:30 A.M. to 10:30 P.M. The largest items in the
maintenance charges of a radio telephone and telegraph system
are personnel, tube renewals, and power. The radio attendants
play no part in the actual handling of traffic, but look after the
maintenance of the equipment in the same way that a wire
repeater attendant maintains the repeater equipment. It may
be mentioned in this place that it is not necessary frequently to
change the adjustments of the tuned circuits of either the trans-
mitter or receiver.

SEPARATE AUXILIARY RECEIVER
A receiver capable of receiving signals on 500 kilocycles (600

meters wave length) is installed at Long Beach. The flagpole on
the exchange, which is approximately thirty feet (9.2 m.) from
the transmitting antenna, supports a single wire vertical antenna.
An anti-resonant circuit tuned to the local transmitter frequency
is connected in series with the antenna lead. This receiver
using a detector and two-stage amplifier makes it possible to
receive signals of all frequencies except a narrow band near
the local transmitting frequency of 638 kilocycles.

TRANSMISSION MEASUREMENTS
The transmission equivalent of the circuit from the wire

line at Pebbly Beach to the wire line at Long Beach has been
studied by employing methods and apparatus in general use in
the Bell plant. The apparatus employed was the same as that
used when it is desired to measure the equivalent of a wire tele-
phone toll circuit. Figure 27 shows schematically the circuit
and apparatus used in making these measurements. At each
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radio station the wire line was disconnected and the line network
replaced by a 600 ohm resistance which insured a balance with
the sending and receiving measuring units which were substituted
for the lines. At each station a calibrated variable frequency
oscillator was provided which delivered a current measured by a
thermocouple milliammeter to a 600 ohm network. At Pebbly
Beach this network was connected to the line terminals of the
hybrid coil. At Long Beach a unit consisting of an amplifier
and rectifier with its meter provided means of indicating like
strength of measuring current. In addition to this equipment
two artificial lines were provided, one havimng a fixed attenuation
and the other being variable. The measurement of the trans-
mission equivalent was made in two operations. In the first
of these the oscillator at Long Beach was Connected to the
inidicating unit thru the fixed artificial line and the frequelncy
of the oscillator adjusted to the desired value. The oscillator
output current (as indicated by the thermocouple milliammneter)
is then adjusted to a suitable value and the potentiometer at the
input of the indicating unit adjusted to give a convenient valtue
of rectified current. The second operation consisted of connect-
ing the indicating unit thru the variable artificial line to the line
terminals of the hybrid coil and at Pebbly Beach adjusting the os-
cillator to deliver exactly the same current and the same frequencyv
as the Long Beach oscillator. The variable artificial line was then
adjusted until the rectified current in the indicating unit was the
same as that obtained duriDg the first operation. It is then
apparent that the transmission equivalent of the circuit from the
oscillator used to the indicating unit was the same for each oper'a-
tion as similar oscillator outputs delivered equal inputs to tlle
indicating unit. In the first case this circuit was simply the fixed
artificial line and in the second it was the radio link plus tlle
variable artificial line. The transmission equivalent of the radio
link is therefore the equivalent of the fixed artificial line minus
that of the variable artificial line. The apparatus was so ar-
ranged that the desired transmission equivalent could be read
directly. It is to be noted that in case the equivalent of the
variable line exceeds that of the fixed line the transmission equiva-
lent of the circuit is a negative value, indicating a gain in trans-
mission. This was the case with the radio link.

Transmission measurements were made at two different
times between the two stations to determine the variatioin in
transmission from hour to hour thruout the twenty-four hours.
Figure 28 is a curve showing the results of one of these tests.
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The maximum variation from the mean is seen to be only two
miles of cable which ordinarily is not noticeable to the
average person. Most of this variation, it is believed, was due to
variation of voltage at the stations beyond the control of the
observers. The transmission between the two radio stations
is therefore, practically the same thruout the twenty-four hours
of the day, as was to be expected for such a short radio link.
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FIGTRE 28 24-hour Transmission Run, Showing Hourly Variation in Trans-
mission

FREQUENCY TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTIC
In order to study quantitatively the ability of the circuit to

transmit good quality speech, a frequency transmission character-
tic of the circuit was taken. This was accomplished by meas-
uring the equivalent of the circuit in miles of standard cable for
several different frequencies between 250 and 2,400 cycles per
second. Figure 29 is such a characteristic of the circuit between
Pebbly Beach and Long Beach with reception done at Long
Beach and shows that the frequency transmission characteristic
is reasonably flat.

The effect of the filters is clearly shown by the sharp bend
of the characteristic at about 2,000 cycles. The lower frequen-
cies in the speech range are responsible for the naturalness of a
speaker's voice while the higher freqtuencies contribute toward
the understandability.
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
The large amount of commercial traffic which the Avalon-

Los Angeles Toll Circuit has handled every day since July 16,
1920, is ample proof of the practicability of operating toll cir-
cuits containing radio telephone links.

The volume of speech and the quality of transmission are
such as to allow of satisfactory connections to the longer telephone
circuits of the Bell System. This is quite aptly illustrated by a
connection which was established between the steamship
Gloucester on the Atlantic Ocean and Avalon, Santa Catalina
Island. Starting from the ship the following circuits were used:

(a) Steamship Gloucester to Deal Beach, New Jersey,
via radio.

(b) Deal Beach to New York, via telephone line.
(c) New York to San Francisco, via trans-continental tele-

phone line.
(d) San Francisco to Los Angeles, via telephone line.
(e) Los Angeles to Avalon, thru the Long Beach and Pebbly

Beach radio equipments.
Figure 30 is a map showing the route taken by the various

sections of the line showing the repeater and radio stations which
enabled the conversation to be carried on. The success of such a
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conversation naturally depends, not only on the transmission over
the radio, but over the far greater wire portion of the circuit.

In addition to the telephone facilities described an experi-
mental duplex telegraph channel was installed operating simul-
taneously with the telephone. This telegraph channel makes

TRAN5CONTINENTAL LINE

AAALO SCxrA0* LAND,F *CFC COA'T

FIGURF. 30-Trans-continental Line with Radio Extensions to a Ship
and Avalon

use of the ordinary Morse instruments and may form a part of
any thru line telegraph circuit. Experimentally, this circuit has
been operated in conjunction with existing telegraph circuits to
give thru duplex telegraph connection between Avalon and San
Francisco, California.

SUMMARY: The communication facilities of Santa Catalina Island are
described with special reference to the radio telephone service to the Cali-
fornian mainland and the mode of connection to the wire telephone networks
at the ends of the radio telephone channel. The radio telephone link is full
duplex, and is connected thru special two-way repeaters to the telephone sys-
tem at each end. A simultaneous duplex radio telegraph channel is available.
A number of special points are discussed, such as the narrowing, by means of
filters, of the side frequency bands due to modulation, the circuits of the
transmitter and receiver, automatic alarm systems indicating when any por-
tion of the radio equipment ceases to function, thru signaling system, loca-
tion, and antenna and ground arrangements. The service rendered is ana-
lyzed and the results of transmission measurements are given.
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